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/********* THIS IS A COMBINED MESSAGE **********/
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SUBJ: DIA COMMONWEALTH INTSUM--MIDDLE EAST/AFRICA 591-90/14 NOV 90
)
(U) THE ITEMS CONTAINED IN THIS INTSUM HAVE BEEN AUTHORIZED BY
DIA (b)(3):10 USC 424
Non Responsive

RWANDA: SITUATION UPDATE. (G)
)
Non Responsive

(b)(3):10 USC 424;(b)(3):50 USC 3024(i)
TOP SECRET
Withheld pursuant to exemption

Non Responsive

of the Freedom of Information and Privacy Act.
RWANDA: SITUATION UPDATE. (G)
AS OF 2200Z 13 NOV 90
(G) GOVERNMENT FORCES HAVE CAPTURED A SAM-7 ANTIAIRCRAFT MISSILE LAUNCHER FROM REBEL FORCES IN NORTHERN RWANDA. THIS IS THE FIRST EVIDENCE THAT THE REBELS HAVE SAM-7'S. THEIR POSSESSION OF SUCH A WEAPON INCREASES THE POTENTIAL THREAT TO NONCOMBATANTS. CONCEIVABLY, THE REBELS COULD MISTAKE A CIVILIAN AIRLINER FOR A MILITARY CARGO PLANE. (DECL GADR)
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